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Abstract: Micro-blog had become an important platform for marketing, hot topic 
tracking and evolution, public opinion analysis. However, due to the randomness and 
creativity of micro-blog's terms, so that the machine can not understand the meaning 
of micro-blog's real content accurately. In this paper, it used Baidu Encyclopedia as a 
knowledge base to extend network lexical semantics, and combined with the HowNet 
jointly to compute micro-blog’s short text semantic similarity. It can provide support for 
micro-blog text clustering, classification, topic discovery, etc. Experimental results 
show that the method can improve the accuracy significantly. 
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1. Introduction 
 
April 2016, China Internet Information Center released《Chinese social application user 

behavior research report in 2015》 pointed out: Micro-blog has become a platform to 

gain and share information, and it’s the user's preferred platform in "keep abreast of 
hot news", "published on hot news review, "" concerned about the content of interest, 
"and other aspects[1].Micro-blog platform has the characteristics of "massive data", 
"short nature", "real time" and "text missing", should not be overlooked, it’s free 
speech, with "non-standard", full of a large number of Network Vocabulary [2].However, 
Network Vocabulary not only ordinary users to use, even into the official government 
media. With Premier Li Keqiang use the " "Have the right not to be self willed", "Maker" 
in the Chinese government reports, the " self-willed " and " Maker " These networks 
become more popular vocabulary in the Internet. However, due to the randomness 
and creativity of Micro-blog term, the machine can’t understand the semantics of the 
text easily, the traditional semantic similarity calculation method faces challenge. 

Popular language analysis has a very important significance for understanding the 
characteristics of the times, the hot topic identification and tracking, public opinion 
analysis and marketing services, and etc.[3]. Therefore, this paper proposes a new 
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method based on the expansion of the concept by Baidu encyclopedia to increase the 
semantic meaning for micro-blog network vocabulary, though combining the "HowNet" 
[4] method to calculate the semantic similarity of micro-blog, improves micro-blog 
semantic similarity calculation rate accurately and effectively, and provides support for 
micro-blog text clustering, classification, topic discovery. 
 

2. Related research 
 
The calculation of semantic similarity has a very important significance in Natural 
Language Processing, which is the basis of information retrieval, text clustering and 
other related fields. According to the characteristics of micro-blog's short text and 
feature, the feature is extended through the external resources and the internal 
semantic association rules in general. The external resources are such like WordNet, 
Wikipedia, and HowNet semantic dictionary. 

Thesis [5] uses Wikipedia as an external resource to enrich the characteristics of 
short text, through experiments show that compared with the traditional word bag 
method, it can effectively improve the accuracy of short text classification. In the 
Thesis [6], Wikipedia is used to carry out semantic disambiguation for large scale 
named entity. Thesis [7] has designed and implemented a system that can increase the 
correlation of common text to Wikipedia effectively and accurately for semantic 
disambiguation of text, achieved good results. Thesis [8] combined random walk 
algorithm with graph model to describe the relationship of Wikipedia term, it can find 
a collection of semantic related concepts. Thesis [9] uses Wikipedia knowledge base to 
excavate the hidden information of short text, selects the feature word to extend the 
semantic expression ability in the semantic level, and assists the short text 
classification. In the thesis [10], in order to solve the problem, the real meaning of the 
blog is so difficult to obtain, which is caused by the Twitter term of creativity, this paper 
proposed a method that can bulid a semantic links of the concepts and Wikipedia 
automatically, and machine learning is used to improve the precision of the machine. 

Another method, with the help of the internal semantic association rules, establishes 
the domain keywords set to realize the short text feature expansion. Thesis [11] 
extracts high frequency words as the feature words, using HowNet to extend short text 
from the semantic perspective. Thesis [12] uses the user information and micro-blog 
features words as the field of the keyword set to expand feature, it achieves the 
classification of micro-blog short text. Thesis [13] proposed short text classification 
algorithm, which is based on HowNet and keyword set expansion , and combined with 
the feature words and implicit theme of two different particle size to establish 
knowledge base to achieve the expansion of short text feature. 
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Some scholars use the Synonym word Lin [14], HowNet [15] as a semantic knowledge 
to solve the sparse microblog short text feature and semantic computing problems. 
However, micro-blog involved in wide areas, update speed, network language 
generally, Synonym word Lin, HowNet are compiled manually, a limited number of 
words, the degree of coverage and update is difficult to meet the access to the actual 
needs of the real micro blog of the meaning of the text. Therefore, in this paper, the 
Baidu Encyclopedia as a knowledge base, combined with HowNet semantic dictionary 
to calculate the semantic similarity of microblog content. the Baidu Encyclopedia has 
wide coverage and updated in a timely manner, can solve the microblog language 
normative and lack of context, creative problem effectively.it can make up the 
incompleteness of HowNet dictionary, add the semantic information of text, and to 
maintain computational efficiency. 
 

3. micro-blog semantic similarity computation 
 

3.1 word similarity calculation based on Baidu Encyclopedia 
 

3.1.1 Baidu Encyclopedia 
 

Baidu encyclopedia is a network online encyclopedia just like Wikipedia, which is open, 
free, covering all fields of knowledge, the basic unit is entry. The entry is mainly 
composed of encyclopedia name card, text, reference materials, entry labels and some 
auxiliary information. The sample is shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1 
 

Entry           Academic 

Encyclopedia name card  academic, is refers to the system of specialized knowledge, 
refers to the higher education and research, is the existence 
of objects and rules of discipline. Learning is the study of 
methods. It is different from learning knowledge. 

Text                           The text is too long  Omissions 
Reference materials     1 material; Handian  [citation date 2013-09-30] data. 

2 the great leap forward in the academic thinking. 
NetEase.2012-04-20[quote date 2013-07-25] 

Entry labels                 words and phrases, other cultures 
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According to Baidu encyclopedia entry editing rules, the Encyclopedia of business 
cards, text and entry labels have the explanation of the meaning. This paper uses the 
three parts of the entry to establish a connection to calculate the similarity of entries. 
 

3.1.2 Encyclopedia name card similarity calculation 
 

Encyclopedia name cards is the most basic overview of entry, including a paragraph of 
text (no more than 600 words) and a picture. In this paper, vector space model [16] is 
established to calculate the similarity of encyclopedia name cards. First, we cut 

Encyclopedia name cards of the entry 1C  and 2C , after stop words processing, word 

frequency statistics, establish vector 1 1 2tC mT  （ ,t , t ） and 2 1 2tC nT  （ ,t , t）, and give the 
weight of the characterization of text word frequency to express the text, like 

1 2( , )k   . Then, we use Baidu encyclopedia similarity formula (1) which is based on 
the vector space model to calculate the similarity. 
 

1 2

1 2

1
1 1 2

2 2

1 1

(C ,C )

k

C i C i
i

k k

C i C i
i i

W W
Sim

W W



 








 
                             (1) 

 

1C iW  and 2C iW  stand for lexical item it ’s weight in the Encyclopedia name cards 1C  and 

2C , k  is the dimension of the vector. 
 

3.1.3 Text similarity computation 
 

The main body of the text is a detailed explanation of the information, the content is 
generally longer (Rule 20000 words or less). For longer term entry, the processing 
method of this paper is to extract the TOP proportion of key words from the text, use 
the vector similarity of key words to represent the similarity of the text. 

Specific methods are as follows: 
(1) First, cut the main body of the entry text, and then the results of the word 

segmentation to remove stop words, as candidate words. 
(2) Due to the key words based on dictionary extraction can’t find new words, 

however new words often contain important information, it is likely to be the key words. 
Therefore, a meaningful string extraction method, which is based on the local principle, 
is used to identify new words in the paper. 
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(3) Term Frequency (TF), Part Of Speech tagging (POS), Mutual Information (MI) 
are three important characteristics about [3] evaluating the importance of keywords. 
Mutual Information is defined as follows: 

(query, term)

(query) (term)

p
MI Log

p p


  
(query, term)p   shows the co-occurrence frequency of keywords and query words in a 

sentence. (query)p , (term)p  represent the frequency of the query words and keywords 
respectively. 

According to the characteristics of Chinese, it is found that the key words are nouns 
and verbs, but also contain a small amount of adjectives, adverbs. Preposition, 
auxiliary, generally not express specific meaning, and noun names, place names, 
organization names more may become keywords [17]. So this article uses the part of 
speech tagging(POS) to carry on the adjustment of key words weight. Sum up the 
following formula: 

 2*TF ,

0

if POS n v
P

else


 
  

According to the different importance of the evaluation of the three kinds of 
characteristics in the key words, this paper gives the following formula: 

1 2 3iw k TF k P k MI    
ik  can adjust the parameters, the general value of 2, 1 and 3. In the process of 

keyword extraction, the multi feature fusion model is used to evaluate the feature, part 
of speech tagging feature and mutual information feature to the unified model. 

According to the weight of key words iw , the words of the TOP proportion are 
selected as the feature representation of the text. The text similarity is calculated by 
using the formula (1).record as 2 1 2(C ,C )Sim . Compared this method with the traditional 
TF * IDF method [18], the fusion of term frequency, part of speech tagging and word 
mutual information to get the keywords, not only improve the computational efficiency, 
and to some extent to improve the semantic calculation accuracy. 
 

3.1.4 Entry labels similarity calculation 
 

Entry labels is used to describe an entry property or field of words, such as entry 
"financing", the label can be "terms", a property representing a "financing"; the label 
can also "economics" which represents financing’s category. Entry labels help users 
understand the terms of the field and the main categories of entry. Usually, an entry 
can be added up to 5 Tags. 
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This paper uses HowNet[4] to calculate the similarity between the entry labels. By 
calculating the path length between the two original nodes, the similarity of the two 
original meaning is obtained as followed: 

1 2
1 2

(p ,p )
tan (p ,p )

Sim
Dis ce





  

1 2p , p  represents the two meaning of the original, 1 2tan (p ,p )Dis ce  stands for them in 
the meaning of the original hierarchy of the path length,   is adjustable parameters, 
which is the similarity of the path length of 0.5, usually equals to 1.6[4]. 
The formula for the similarity of words: 
 

4

1 2 1 2
1 1

(W , W ) (W , W )
i

i j
i j

Sim Sim
 

                                (2) 

 
In the formula, the similarity of words 1 2(W ,W )Sim  is composed of four parts, includes 

the first of original description, the other original description, the original description of 
the relationship and the original description of the symbolic meaning. i is adjustable 

parameters, and 1 2 3 4 1       ,. 1 2 3 4       The latter reflects the role plays by 

the overall similarity in descending order from 1Sim  to 4Sim . 

For two entries 1 2C ,C , if 1C  has m entry tags: 11 12 1, , , mC C C  2C  has n entry tags: 

21 22 2n, , ,C C C , we take the maximum value of the similarity of the two tags, that is: 

3 1 2 1 2
1,...m, 1,...n

(C ,C ) max (C ,C )i j
i j

Sim Sim
 


 

In the formula, 1 2(C ,C )i jSim  uses the calculation formula (2), and the entry tag 

similarity records as 3Sim . 
 

3.1.5 Entry similarity calculation 
 

Through the above Encyclopedia name cards, the text and entry labels, three parts of 
the calculation, we get the overall similarity of the entry. 

3

1 1

(A, B) (A, B)
i

i j
i j

Sim Sim
 

  
 

In the formula, the parameters i can be adjusted, and 1 2 3 1 2 31,          . the 
latter reflects the Encyclopedia name cards, text and entry labels, those role play by the 
overall similarity in descending order in the overall similarity 
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3.2 Micro-blog Semantic Computation 
 

Distinguish Micro-blog short text A and B, remove the stop words and other 

pre-processing, we will get word set 1 2{A} {a ,a , ,a },m  1 2{B} {b ,b , b }n  .if we use the word 
similarity computation method based on the Baidu Encyclopedia,we will improve the 
understanding of semantics, but we will loss the efficiency as well. Therefore, divide 
the text to two parts, if those two are included in the HowNet semantic dictionary, use 
the mothod of HowNet to calculate the similarity directly, otherwise, as long as there is 
a word is not included in the HowNet semantic dictionary, use the method based on the 
Baidu Encyclopedia to calculate, which is proposed before. Micro-blog Semantic 
Computation process is shown in Figure 1: 
 

Both are included in 
HowNet?

Baidu 
Encyclopedia to 

compute

HowNet 
Method to 
compute

Yes No

Words Similarity 
Sij

Input: ai,bj

 
 

Fig. 1 Micro-blog Semantic Computation process 
 

Micro-blog short text algorithm specific steps are as follows: 
1) For a term ia  in {A}, using the word similarity calculation method mentioned 

above, calculate the similarity of each word in {B}, record as 1 2, , ,i i inS S S . 
2) Calculate the similarity matrix between {A} and {B} ,get the similarity matrix S as 

follows:  

1 2

1 11 12 1

2 21 22 2

1 2

n

n

n

m m m mn

a S S S

a S S S

a S S S

b b b

 
 
 
 
 
  




    




 
3) Choose (m, n)Min of the largest element from the similarity matrix S. 
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4) In order to facilitate the calculation and the numerical uniform quantization, 
normalized similarity processing,, get two micro-blog similarity ABS  : 

 

       

(m,n)

1

(m, n)

Min

i
i

AB

S
S

Min

                                             (3) 

 
4. Experiment and result analysis 

 
4.1 Experiment 1 

 
To validate the word similarity algorithm which is based on the Baidu Encyclopedia is 
reasonable and effective, select some representative network vocabulary take this 
experiment, and compared with the HowNet word similarity algorithm. Give the result 
as follows: Table 2 is the experimental parameters, Table 3 is lexical semantic similarity 
calculation. 
 

Table 2 list of experimental parameters 
 

   i      k  
Qun Liu[4] 1.6 0.5 0.2 0.17 0.13 0.01 0.01 --- 

The method of this 
article 

1.6 0.5 0.2 0.17 0.13 --- 0.5 0.3 0.2 2 1 3

 
Table 3 computational results of semantic similarity of network words 

 
Word 1 Word 2 Qun Liu[4] The method of this article 
Ladybro Friends ---- 0.853 

Innovation Maker ---- 0.732 
Global brain Intelligence ---- 0.801 
Awesome Newbie ---- 0.245 

Chicken soup Encourage 0.044 0.643 
Desrs Relatives 1.000 0.605 

Self-willed Reason 0.669 0.389 
Internet+ Network ---- 0.954 

Crowd funding Raise ---- 0.809 
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In Table 3, it is obvious that the common semantic similarity method can't meet the 
need of the similarity calculation between the network words and common words or 
network words, can not find the network words in the dictionary, such as Maker, 
Internet+, even if some words are in the dictionary, but its meaning has also 
undergone great changes, not can be a reasonable explanation, such as chicken soup, 
self-willed. So, the method of this article shows a better performance, both in terms of 
semantic understanding, but also to calculate the efficiency of the similarity, the results 
of the experiment is ideal. 
 

4.2 Experiment 2 
 

200 micro-blog data were randomly collected for similarity comparison. The following 
examples verify the validity of the algorithm. 

Experience group:  
A: [Taobao and "Red Star Award" foster youth Maker] yesterday, vice president 

Yang Guo of Taobao announced Taobao will cooperate with " Red Star Award "(China 
design industry's top awards) at the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, in the "Creative City Summit Forum”. This is one measures of the Taobao 
fostering youth Maker. Taobao network have “Home”, "Chao electric Street", "Taobao 
chips" and other platforms, those platforms  give the Maker and the original IP many 
opportunities to show, it fosters a large number of original designers and Maker’s 
brand. 

B: A few days ago, Taobao’s Crowd funding had announced a strategic partnership 
with Maker’s dream factory. Zheng Gao, responsible person said: they will focus on 
supporting the outstanding creative design of outstanding college students on the line 
to raise the public, to help the commercialization of research results and achievement. 

Through word segmentation of A and B, keyword extraction is as follows: 
{A}={“Taobao”, “Red Star Award”, “Maker”, “creative”, “creativity”, “city”, “summit”, 
“forum”, “awards”, “initiatives”, “Crowd funding”, “platform”, “original, IP”, 
“opportunities”, “designers”, “brand”} 
{B}={“Taobao”, “Crowd funding”, “Maker”, “factory”, “the strategy”, “creative”, 
“college students”, “creativity”, “work”, “research”, “achievement”} 

Through this method to get the similarity matrix as follows:  
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1.000 0.321 0.201 0.113 0.100 0.091 0.102 0.162 0.089 0.090 0.100

0.203 0.101 0.100 0.086 0.094 0.068 0.352 0.364 0.212 0.212 0.211

0.130 0.255 0.624 0.113 0.621 0.600 0.537 0.116 0.120 0.113 0.100

0.324 0.210 1.000 0.249 0.109 0.056 0.487 0.864 0.247 0.468 0.229

0.162 0.266 0.864 0.138 0.209 0.112 0.106 1.000 0.100 0.138 0.120

0.100 0.098 0.076 0.134 0.092 0.112 0.134 0.095 0.160 0.100 0.120

0.097 0.126 0.178 0.162 0.126 0.126 0.120 0.143 0.113 0.600 0.350

0.065 0.094 0.129 0.165 0.211 0.189 0.122 0.146 0.126 0.600 0.356

0.103 0.124 0.163 0.096 0.088 0.046 0.107 0.194 0.185 0.126 0.201

0.090 0.136 0.129 0.140 0.186 0.167 0.108 0.126 0.112 0.146 0.122

0.321 1.000 0.210 0.100 0.094 0.078 0.199 0.266 0.123 0.111 0.098

0.201 0.367 0.321 0.128 0.112 0.108 0.099 0.120 0.106 0.130 0.111

0.197 0.136 0.961 0.216 0.096 0.058 0.445 0.833 0.267 0.327 0.421

0.063 0.058 0.106 0.069 0.053 0.078 0.047 0.245 0.106 0.096 0.102

0.098 0.139 0.269 0.171 0.211 0.211 0.126 0.146 0.126 0.171 0.146

0.257 0.293 0.453 0.122 0.167 0.896 0.581 0.112 0.126 0.126 0.108

0.345 0.329 0.488 0.039 0.048 0.043 0.039 0.047 0.042 0.040 0.039

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
According to the above proposed method to calculate the A, B two micro-blog 

semantic similarity results are as follows: 
(m,n) 11

1 1= 0.688
(m,n) 11

Min

i i
i i

AB

S S
S

Min
  
 

 
Two microblog text has four same words, the meaning of two texts is generally 

consistent. It's about Taobao's support for young Maker. The results are also 
consistent with artificial discrimination. 

Three different methods, the calculation method based on HowNet short text 
similarity [19], VSM method [16] and the proposed method, the accuracy of the 
calculation results and the recall ratio are as follows. similarity threshold is set to 0.6, 
the results as shown in Figure 2: 

 

 
 

Figure 2 three methods’ results of the micro-blog statements similarity calculation 
 

Figure 2 shows, the recall rate is essentially flat., accurate rate of method proposed 
in this paper is 0.883, it’s more higher compared to HowNet and VSM methods, indicats 
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that this method can effectively reduce the influence of noise in the data and make the 
result of calculation more closely related to human subjective judgment. 
 

5. Summary 
 
This paper aims at the short text of social network language, Baidu Encyclopedia can 
expand the semantic. The method, which is proposed above, to a certain extent, can 
solve the existing results of the short text semantic similarity calculation method in the 
present Chinese domain. In the era of social networking, network language emerge in 
an endless stream under the background, this method has a good effect on the 
micro-blog network language word similarity computation, makes it more effective to 
use the method of public opinion analysis and monitoring, hot topic tracking and 
evolution in social environment. Three methods are compared and analyzed, the 
method of this paper is more reasonable, which is more close to the human subjective 
judgment. However, this method has some limitations, due to Baidu Encyclopedia also 
has other features such as reference materials are not included into consideration, the 
next step will be to consider the inclusion of more features to calculate the semantic. 
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